
COVID 19 Resources 

Facebook: COVID 19 Charity Preparedness Group


Covid-19 Nonprofit & Philanthropy Resources. A Google document 
curated by Beth Kanter.


A Novel Opportunity to Strengthen Public Trust in the Nonprofit World 
(Opinion)


Nonprofit guide to COVID planning. From the Georgia Center for 
Nonprofits.


A Huge Mistake Nonprofits Make in Preparing for COVID-19


Free resources for creating a coronavirus appeal via Mark Phillips


Meet Nana Murphy: lessons in donor care from Merchants Quay Ireland. 
Download this case study to discover how one tiny charity grew 
exponentially during one of the worst economic periods in history. 


FUNDRAISING IN THE TIME OF COVID-19  
WHAT TO DO NOW!


COVID-19 Call Script from the webinar. 


Essential Advice and Resources for Nonprofits – COVID-19 / Coronavirus | 
Recession | Remote Work. From Motivate Monday’s sponsor, Bloomerang.


Webinar Doing Supporter Care from Home 

Courtesy of Katie Kurilecz

Direct Marketing and Supporter Care Manager, All We Can


Before I get into the processes a bit of background on Supporter Care at 
All We Can to give some perspective on how you may need to adapt, 
scale up or scale down, these processes:


https://www.facebook.com/groups/345239189766729/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1k5pC-R1V4SK4bRPN7cqh9WpIxubXP5tt8qpF5hinMoQ/edit
https://www.philanthropy.com/article/A-Novel-Opportunity-to/248237
https://www.philanthropy.com/article/A-Novel-Opportunity-to/248237
https://www.gcn.org/articles/Emergency-planning-for-nonprofits-Coronavirus-and-beyond
https://www.nonprofitpro.com/article/a-huge-mistake-nonprofits-make-in-preparing-for-covid-19/
https://queerideas.co.uk/2020/03/free-resources-for-creating-a-coronavirus-appeal.html
https://sofii.org/case-study/lessons-from-merchants-quay-ireland
https://www.vitreogroup.ca/the-provocateur-blog/fundraising-in-the-time-of-covid-19-what-to-do-now
https://www.vitreogroup.ca/the-provocateur-blog/fundraising-in-the-time-of-covid-19-what-to-do-now
http://www.pamelasgrantwritingblog.com/PDFDownloads/COVIDCallScript.pdf
https://bloomerang.co/resources/covid19/
https://bloomerang.co/resources/covid19/


• All We Can have an income of around £3m largely from individuals and 
churches, legacies also form a large portion of this income.


• Our biggest appeals happy at harvest (September/October), Christmas 
and Lent (Jan – March).  So thankfully we’re not doing this during a big 
appeal. Although if we launch an emergency appeal then that will 
change.


• Our Supporter Care team has two part-time Administrators, an Officer 
(although this position is vacant and we were trying to recruit before we 
closed the office)  and myself (note I split my time also heading up 
Individual Giving at All We Can). So the long and sort is we’re not a 
huge team


• As an organisation All We Can are keen on using tech so even before 
this we all had laptops, and we use WhatsApp, Zoom and Facebook’s 
Workplace to keep in touch while people are traveling or working from 
home. But our Supporter Care processes were first done about a 
decade ago so are very reliant on being in the office


• Our database CRM is Raiser’s Edge 7

 

Below is how we are managing Supporter Care from home but just note 
these are the core processes to ensure business continuity for All We Can. 
Other processes not included below we will  be looking at as things 
develop and once we are comfortable with the core processes.

 

It’s really important to note that this can  be hugely disruptive time for 
teams and they can have stresses at home, so try and triage your 
Supporter Care. Start with the most vital processes and then build up – 
don’t try and do everything at once you’ll end up with chaos and stress for 
everyone. Also please do check in on your team and colleagues – we all 
handle stress differently and with working from home we can’t see each 
other. I will detail out further how we are keeping up team moral below.

 

Core Supporter Care Processes for Business continuity: 
 

It’s important to recognise here that none of our processes have changed 
overnight, we have tried to maintain consistency and just replace paper-
based processes with a digital options. I recommend taking your most 
critical processes first and build on from  there. And make sure you get 
team buy-in from the start, they will have great ideas and this will help with 



ensuring people feel ownership of the changes. During times of stress we 
need to take extra care to hear people and address any concerns they 
may have. If you have a bigger team I recommend setting up a steering 
group which didn’t teams can feed into.

 

 

Each of the following is given a point-person to manage it and help share 
out the work, normally we’d have one person as first point of contact. As 
the weeks continue we may go back to that but my first priority is ensuring 
staff of comfortable and confident with what they are doing under the new 
systems.  


Phones: 

We don’t have voice over data phone systems yet so we have bought the 
app Hushed to forward office phones to mobiles.

To support my team I will be taking on the main Supporter Care number 
first and then we will come up with a rota to share it round the team. This 
will also mean any more complicated queries I can address personally and 
reassure supporters


Email info@ 

• All three of the team have access to this box

• One of the 2 Admins is  first point of  contact. She will forward emails 

on to myself or another appropriate manager for replying who will bbc 
in info@ when we reply so she knows it’s been actioned – see this as an 
opportunity for other teams and managers to learn about supporter 
care and engage directly with supporters, but do provide training and 
tips to them along with templates if you feel this is needed


 

Post 

• The Finance Director who lives near the office will be getting the post 
from the building (which remains open as we rent our office space).  He 
will be scanning post, receipt  donations and saving the scans in a 
folder on our shared drives which we all have access to, with subfolders 
per date. These will replicate our paper-based daily batch folders




• Note this is reliant on the building staying open, if it closes we will have 
to discuss with the building’s owners about forwarding out post to the 
FD


• A shout out to our FD for taking this on – it’s a testament  that the most 
important thing is team spirt and recognising that in unusual time we 
must all be flexible and help muck in


 

 

Donations 

• Cheques and cash in the post – see above. Once the FD as receipted 
them he will scan them in to the scared folder with the Donations Admin 
will pick them up to processes on RE


• Online – the email notifications are to be saved on the post folder by 
date along with the post donations, the file name is the receipt number. 
And then will process on RE


• Telephone donations – we are exploring the option for the card machine 
being taken to a person’s home but for the most part we will be 
encouraging supporters to donate through the website and talking them 
through the process online


• Thanking is done by the 2nd Admin who has been given a printer and 
letterhead, envelopes and stamps. The thank you letters are being 
triaged: 1) can they be send via email and using the basis of 
administrative purposes (these emails will have no marketing or 
fundraising messages) and there will be a note explaining why we are 
sending emails instead of letters 2) generating batches but not sending 
them out. We will print and send out once we are back in the office with 
a comp slip or nice note to explain the delay 3) sending out letters in 
the post


• Again just to note this is not when we have our big volume appeals 
which we are really grateful for


• We are also considering sending out an email to let Supporters know 
about the office closure but that the work goes on and just to bear with 
our slightly longer processing times


• We have updated our SLA from 3 days from receipt to thank to 5 days 
and will review this again if needed and we continue to use our Excel 
spreadsheet to keep track of processing times and volumes and note 
any challenges we face




• Note we have a WhatsApp group where will be alerting each other so 
only one person is receipting donations at a time and will let the team 
know when they have finished and the next receipt number to use


 

Resources 

We send out a lot of resources for the Churches and  Events team. We’ve 
agreed with them that they will send these to people as PDFs.

If we stay closed into the summer months we will get resources sent to 
people’s homes for sending out where people aren’t comfortable with 
electronic versions

 

Events 

We are due to be at a number of events both conferences and runs in the 
coming months. It has been agreed these will be handled by the 
respective teams/managers

 

 

GDPR 
• Given that our processes are staying mainly the same we are keeping 

with our current GDPR and data protection procedures but providing 
updating guidance where needed


• As much as possible we are keeping things digital and on the share 
drives/One Drive to minimise risk associated with physical data (ie post)  


• We have written up a note saying that given the situation people will 
need to work from home and have provided guidance on how to keep 
physical data secure when working from home but we are taking it as a 
case by case basis


• When we use email instead post to communicate with supporters we are 
making it clear this is for administrative purposes and they have not 
been added to email mailing lists and providing my contact details 
should they wish to get in touch


• It’s important to remember to be pragmatic and document any decisions 
and reasoning made with it comes to data protection  


 

Team contact and keeping up moral – these are stressful times not just at 
work but also at home for a lot of people. We are used to spending nearly 
8 hours a day with our work friends and colleagues so it’s important we 



keep these up. And as challenges come up, we will be able to address 
them better if we have open lines of communication and good mental 
health resilience.

• We have a Supporter Care team WhatsApp Group where we stay in 

touch and this cuts down on emails

• As a wider Public Engagement Team we are doing scrums in the 

morning via Zoom so we can update each other on what we’re doing

• We are planning team lunches via Zoom and people’s family, kids and 

pets etc can join in – these are for us to socialise and keep up our 
friendships and check in with each other during these strange times


• All We Can staff are encourage to do other fun keep in touch activities 
one idea we’re going to do is MTV Cribs style videos via Zoom for those 
who want to take part. As an organisation we really value our friendships 
across the organisation and want to make sure we keep the fun and 
laughter in our working days


• Normally I’d have 1-2-1’s fortnightly with my team but these are going to 
be weekly


• We have a buddy system at work and buddies have been encouraged to 
stay in touch with each other


• Facebook Workplace which we started using last summer is great for 
keeping in contact with people outside our immediate team and across 
the organisation


 

 

Opportunities – finally I want to highly some of the opportunities we are 
already seeing in these changes, because it’s important to remember that 
change can be a good thing


• Great engagement with SLT especially finance on Supporter Care

• Greater engagement with other teams on Supporter Care

• Able to bring forward plans to modernise and digitalised Supporter Care 

processes and make the case for investment in systems like voice over 
data phones


• Promotion of working from home and flexible working is possible for 
Supporter Care teams


 

As I said at the start, this is only the beginning for us to ensure we can 
continue to stay in touch with supporters and continue to receive and 
thank donations. We will be looking at other aspects of supporter care 
once we have these working smoothly and we are all confident with the 



changes in processes. And of course as things develop we will have to 
stay flexible and update them.
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